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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Unmutedco Announces the Launch of FannieLou.AI: Empowering 

Black and Brown Creators with Innovative AI-companion and Content 

Creation Tools  

 

Brooklyn, NY - Unmutedco, a leading technology and innovation company, is proud to announce the launch of 

FannieLou.AI, a game-changing AI-companion, chatbot, and content creator designed specifically for Black and 

brown creators, by Black and brown creators. FannieLou.AI offers a groundbreaking solution that combines 

cutting-edge artificial intelligence with creative writing capabilities, empowering individuals to amplify their voices 

and share their stories effortlessly.  

 

FannieLou.AI aims to revolutionize the way Black and brown creators produce and share content across social 

media platforms, ultimately driving their brands and businesses forward. With its user-friendly interface, 

FannieLou.AI enables users to effortlessly create engaging and highly personalized content tailored to their target 

audiences. Whether it is crafting captivating captions, writing compelling blog posts, or generating attention-

grabbing advertising copy, FannieLou.AI's innovative algorithms and deep understanding of the nuances of Black 

and brown communities ensure authenticity and resonance in every piece of content.  

 

In addition to its remarkable content creation capabilities, FannieLou.AI also serves as a virtual assistant and 

marketing ally, providing invaluable insights and suggestions to optimize social media strategies. With 

FannieLou.AI, users can enhance their brand presence, gain competitive advantages, and maximize reach in the 

online landscape. By offering a comprehensive suite of tools that cater to the demands of Black creators, 

FannieLou.AI further fosters a vibrant and supportive community, encouraging collaboration and mutual growth.  

 

Unmutedco's commitment to the Black and brown community, combined with FannieLou.AI's innovative features, 

makes this launch a significant milestone in the world of content creation and marketing. Recognizing the 

immense talent and potential of Black and brown creators, Unmutedco is proud to introduce FannieLou.AI as the 

ultimate partner for elevating voices, championing brands, and propelling businesses forward in the digital era.  

 

For more information on FannieLou.AI and how it revolutionizes content creation for Black and brown creators, 

please visit www.unmutedco.com/fannielouai. To access the FannieLou.AI platform, visit www.fannielou.ai  

 

### ABOUT UNMUTEDCO. 

UnmutedCo. is an emergent media and entertainment services boutique.  The UnmutedCo. offers professional 

services for businesses and brands, micro-ed training and skill development programs and is home to Unmuted 

News & Entertainment.   

With decades of experience, the creators of UnmutedCo. understand the need to fuse the worlds of legacy and 

new media.  We strive to connect passionate, savvy and unique professionals to brands and service offerings that 

align with their lifestyles.  
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Note to editors: High-resolution images and interviews with company executives are available upon request. 


